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ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL Volume XX Number 3 November., 1970 
Chaplain's Corner 
BY FATHER JOHN MC MANUS , 0.M . I 
TRADITIONALLY AT THIS TIME OF THE YEAR WE SET ASIDE A 
DAY OF THANKSGIVING TO RECOGNIZE IN A SIGNIFICANT WAY THE 
BLESSING GOD HAS BESTOWED UPON THE EARTH. OUR AREA HAS 
BEEN BLESSED WITH SUFFICIENT, IF NOT AN ABUNDANCE OF THE 
GOOD THINGS OF THE EARTH, AND WE HAVE REASON TO BE ES-
PECIALLY GRATEFUL . HOWEVER , REPORTS CONCERNING PRESENT 
DANGERS TO OUR ENVIRONMENT CAUSE US TO REFLECT IN DEPTH 
ON OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO EXERCISE TRUE CHRISTIAN STEWARD-
SHIP . OTHERWISE WE STAND THE CHANCE OF HAVING THANKSGIVING 
DAY BECOME A NATIONAL DAY OF PETITION BEGGING GOD FOR SUF-
FICIENT AIR AND WATER FOR IMMEDIATE SURVIVAL. 
GOD HAS GIVEN MAN DOMINION OVER ALL THE EARTH, BUT THE 
GLORY OF MAN IS TO KNOW HOW TO MAKE PROPER USE OF GOD' S 
GIFTS. AS GOD HIMSELF MAKES ABUNDANTLY CLEAR BY HIS OWN 
ACTIONS, TO BE LORD DOES NOT MEAN TO DOMINATE, EXPLOIT, 
AND DESTROY, BUT TO FOSTER, ENCOURAGE AND BLESS. TO BE 
STEWARD INTENSIFIES  THIS RESPONSIBILITY. BY HIS PASSOVER, 
CHRIST THE SON HAS OPENED HIS SONSHIP TO ALL OF US, BRINGING 
HUMAN NATURE TO ITS RICHEST FULFILLMENT SO NOW " THE 
WHOLE CREATION IS EAGERLY WAITING FOR GOD TO REVEAL HIS 
SONS ." (ROM . 8:19) 
TO BE GOD'S SON IS TO DO GOD'S WILL. IT IS THIS BASIC 
OBEDIENCE THAT CONSTITUTES TRUE STEWARDSHIP, SO THAT ONE 
IMPORTANT WAY IN WHICH THE SONS OF GOD ARE REVEALED IS BY 
THEIR RESPONSIBLE USE OF THE GOODS OF THE EARTH. 
1,249 502 140 3,720 19,667 622 
GENE S . BAKKE 
IN THE OCTOBER, 197 0 BEACON LIGHT, I HAD THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO ANSWER SOME QUESTIONS REGARDING 
OUR STAND ON ABORTION AS PUT TO ME BY OUR PUBLIC 
RELATIONS DIRECTOR , SAM WENSTROM . SINCE THAT 
TIME, HARRIET J. BALL, ROUTE 2, ST. CLOUD HAS 
PUBLICLY RAISED TWO ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS RE-
GARDING THIS MATTER . THEY ARE : 
1. WHAT ARE THE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PER-
MITTINGABORTION OR STERILIZATION IN MINNESOTA? 
2. IN CASES WHERE THE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS ARE 
SATISFIED, COULD AN ABORTION OR STERILIZATION 
OPERATION BE PERFORMED  AT THE ST . CLOUD 
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL? 
IN RESPONSE TO THE FIRST QUESTION, THE STATE LAW 
PERMITS AN ABORTION TO SAVE THE LIFE OF THE 
MOTHER. THE POLICIES OF ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL ARE 
NOT IN CONFLICT WITH THE STATE LAW IN THIS 
REGARD ALTHOUGH STATED IN A SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT 
WAY. THE HOSPITAL POSITION IS THAT THE CARE OF 
THE MOTHER IS THE FIRST  CONCERN. IF, IN THE 
JUDGMENT OF HER PHYSICIAN, THE CONDITION OF THE 
MOTHER IS OF SUCH A NATURE THAT HER LIFE IS 
SERIOUSLY ENDANGERED AS A RESULT OF DISEASE OR 
INJURY , AND THE T R EAT ME NT OF THAT DISEASE OR 
INJURY REQUIRES PROCEDURES WHICHCOULD, 
INDIRECTLY, RESULT IN AN ABORTION , IT IS PERMITTED . 
WITH REGARD TO STER IL I ZATI ON , THERE ARE NO 
STATUTES IN MINNESOTA RELATING TO THIS MATTER . 
ABORTION IS, AS WE HAVE POINTED OUT, PERMITTED 
Froun Our 
Executive Vice President 
IN MINNESOTA ONLY TO SAVE THE LIFE OF THE MOTHER. 
WHERE THESE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS ARE MET, AND IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE HOSPITAL POLICY WE HAVE JUST 
STATED (THAT IS , REQUIRED TREATMENT OF THE MOTHER 
IN WHICH AN INDIRECT ABORTION MAY RESULT) IT IS 
PERMITTED . 
IN RESPONSE TO M I SS BALL ' S SECOND QUESTION 
WITH REGARD TO STERILIZATION , THE POSITION OF THE 
HOSPITAL IS , HERE AGAIN , BASED UPON THE SACREDNESS 
OF LIFE AND THE VALUE OF THE HUMAN BODY. BASED 
ON THIS BELIEF, THE MUTILATION OF THE HUMAN BODY 
IS NOT CONDONED . TO REMOVE A HAND , OR AN ARM , OR 
A LEG, OR IN ANY OTHER WAY TO INTERFERE WITH THE 
PROPER FUNCTIONING OF THE HUMAN BODY EXCEPT AS 
THIS PROPER FUNCTIONING MAY BE APPROPRIATELY 
INTERFERED WITH TO TREAT DISEASED OR INJURED 
ORGANS OF THE BODY HAS NEVER BEEN AN ACCEPTED 
PRACTICE . TO DO SO WOULD BE CONTRARY AND CON-
TRADICTORY TO THE PURPOSES OF THE HOSPITAL,THAT 
IS TO SAFEGUARD, PROTECT AND ENHANCE LIFE AND 
TO BRING TO BEAR THE MOST EFFECTIVE MEANS AVAIL-
ABLE TO MODERN MAN TO RETURN THE HUMAN BODY TO 
ITS MOST EFFECTIVE WHOLE. 
ON THE BASIS OF THIS CONCEPT, THEN, THE POSITION 
OF THE HOSPITAL REGARD! NG DIRECT STERILIZATION IS 
THE SAME AS THAT OF ABORTION AND IS NOT PER-
MITTED . IT SHOULD BE NOTED HERE AGAIN , HOWEVER , 
THAT TREAT ME NT OF DISEASED OR INJURED BODY 
ORGANS WHICH MAY INDIRECTLY RESULT IN STERILI ZA-
T I ON ARE OBVIOUSLY CONSIDERED ACCEPTABLE 
PRACTICE. 
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Comment on the Cover... 
DATESTONE LAYING -GOVERNOR HAROLD LEVANDER 
WORKS WITH THE CEMENT TROWEL AS EXECUTIVE VICE 
PRESIDENT GENE S. BAKKE, ACTING MAYOR ROBERT 
FRESON , MOTHER HENRITA OSENDORF , 0 . S .B ,RETIRED 
BISHOP PETER W. BARTHOLOME AND BISHOP GEORGE 
SPELTZ WATCHED , DURING THE DEDICATION OF THE 
NORTHWEST WING OCTOBER 25. HUNDREDS WATCHED, 
AND LATER PARTICIPATED IN THE BLESSING OF THE 
BUILDING, FOLLOWED BY PUBLIC TOURS. MORE ON THE 
DEDICATION ON PAGES 8 AND 9. 
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BOB BRENNY , MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC 
HEALTH, PROVIDED THE MOULAGE SIMULATING INJURIES, 
AND INSTRUCTED THE SCOUTS ON WHAT TO DO IN THE BUS . 
ABOVE , HE SHOWS ONE " VICTIM" WHAT TO DO WHEN 
EMERGENCY HELP ARRIVES. 
JIM MURPHY, LEFT, OF MJRPHY AMBULANCE SERVICE, 
HELPS REMOVE A YOUNGSTER FROM THE BUS. MURPHY 
PROVIDED HIS FLEET OF AMBULANCES AND STAFF FOR 
THE EXERCISE . 
CIVIL DEFENSE RESCUE SQUADS, COMPLETE WITH FULLY-
EQUIPPED TRUCKS , USED " OPERATION IMPACT" AS A 
TRAINING SESSION . ABOVE , CD RESCUE SQUAD 
MEMBERS WORK ON A " VICTIM ." 
l'age 4 
Operation 
The most comprehensive test of the 
St. Cloud Hospital Disaster Plan ever con-
ducted was held Thursday, October 29, with 
40 Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts acting as the 
"victims" of a simulated bus-train collision. 
Involved were Civil Defense Directors 
from Benton and Stearns counties and the city, 
rescue trucks and squads from Sauk Rapids 
and Waite Park, city fire and police depart-
ments, the American Red Cross, Murphy 
Ambulance Service, and all of the facilities 
and personnel of St. Cloud Hospital. 
Moulage  simulating a wide variety of 
injuries was applied to the Scout volunteers 
in the Civic Building, and by 5:30 p.m. the 
"victims" were ready for the drill to begin, 
placed in the bus on Lincoln Avenue N. E. 
near a railroad crossing. 
First to respond to the alert were mem-
bers of the City Police Department, who then 
notified Murphy A mbulanc e Service, and 
Civil Defense officials and rescue squads. 
Moments later, the scene was alive with more 
policemen, firemen who set up portable gen-
erators to provide light, the flashing lights of 
DR . HENRY BROKER , DISASTER CHIEF FOR THE MEDICAL 
STAFF AND CO-CHAIRMAN OF THE SCH DISASTER COM-
MITTEE, COMMUNICATES WITH THE EMERGENCY ROOM 
FROM THE MEDICAL STAFF ROOM. HE ASSIGNED 
PHYSICIANS WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE EXERCISE USING 
TAGS SHOWN . 
St. Cloud Hospital 
Impact ! 
arriving ambulances, and Rescue Teams. 
Operation Impact was underway! 
In the Hospital, the first report of the 
disaster came via Murphy Ambulance radio 
to the Em e r g e n c y -Outpatient Department, 
and Evening Nursing Supervisor, Mrs. Cathy 
Muntifering, initiated the alert in the building, 
and the call-back of personnel. 
First physician to arrive was Dr. E. J. 
Schmitz, followed moments later by Dr. Henry 
Broker, Medical Staff disaster chief, who had 
already ordered two trauma teams of doctors 
to report for duty. 
As the first "patients" arrived, the SCH 
Disaster Plan was in a state of "go". Patients 
were diagnosed in E.R., sent to treatment 
areas, admitted to rooms and discharged be-
fore the evening was over. 
Dr. Broker and Harry Knevel, co-chair-
man of the St. Cloud Hospital Disaster Plan 
Committee, both told the pa r tic i p a ting 
a g e n c ies at the critique meeting which fol-
lowed, that "Operation Impact" was the best 
drill ever. 
AL LOEHR , LEFT, STEARNS COUNTY CIVIL DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR (ELECTED MAYOR OF ST . CLOUD NOV . 3) 
ASSISTED WITH PLANNING AND IS PICTURED OBSERVING 
EMERGENCY ROOM ACTIVITIES DURING THE DRILL. 
The Beacon Light 
ONE OF THE MOST VALUABLE PARTS OF THE DRILL 
CAME LATER , WHEN ALL " PATIENTS" HAD BEEN DIS-
CHARGED AND PARTICIPATING AGENCIES MET FOR A 
CRITIQUE SESSION . ABOVE , HARRY KNEVEL , CO-
CHAIRMAN OF THE SCH DISASTER COMMITTEE , CONDUCTS 
THE MEETING WHICH WAS ATTENDED BY PERSONNEL 
FROM CIVIL DEFENSE, RED CROSS, POLICE AND FIRE 
DEPARTMENTS , MURPHY AMBULANCE , AND SCH . 
THIS WAS A TYPICAL SCENE IN THE EMERGENCY ROOM 
HALLWAY AS PATIENTS WERE PROCESSED INTO TREAT-
MENT AREAS. MRS. BETTY TURCK , HEAD NURSES IN 
E .R . , IS SHOWN OBTAINING SOME PATIENT INFORMA-
TION, WHILE DR . ROBERT CESNIK , THIRD FROM RIGHT, 
ASSISTS ANOTHER PATIENT . 
VALUABLE TRAINING SESSIONS ALSO TOOK PLACE IN THE 
HOSPITAL TREATMENT AREAS . ABOVE , DR . LA RUE 
DAHLQUI,ST HEADS A TEAM IN ONE OF THE E .R . SURGERY 
ROOMS . 
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On Abortion 
  
BY DR. FRANK BROWN 
SEM 
MRS. KRUSCHKE 
Teacher-Coordinator Aids Patients 
A new program to help the long-term, 
school-aged patient was started this fall by 
St. Cloud Hospital, in cooperation with 
St. Cloud School District 742. 
A part-time teacher, Mrs. Peggy 
Kruschke, is now available to coordinate the 
special educational 
needs of youngsters 
hospitalized for  1 5 
days and over. 
Working under the 
supervision of the 
Social Services Dir-
ector, Mike Becker, 
Mrs. Kruschke assists 
those in grades 1-12 
by arranging for books 
and other materials 
and tutors from their own schools. 
Working three hours per day, Mrs. 
Kruschke accepts referrals from the students' 
physicians, contacts his school district for 
the materials he needs to continue studies 
while hospitalized, does some individual 
tutoring, and provides the school officials 
with an accounting of progress made during 
his stay. 
"Since the school year started, the 
Teacher-Coordinator program has assisted 
17 students in continuing their school work, " 
said Mrs. Kruschke. "So far, 12 of them 
have been patients in the Mental Health Unit, 
while the balance were referred from the 
Pediatrics and Orthopedics units. Some of 
these patients enrolled in the night school 
programs and attended the Area Vocational 
S chool. To accomplish this latter phase of 
the program, we have worked closely with 
the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation 
(DVR) counseler. " 
Mrs. Kruschke's home town is 
Breckenridge, Minnesota . She attended 
Moorhead State College, graduating in 1964 
with a Bachelor of Science degree in Speech 
and Drama. She taught in the Sauk Rapids 
Senior High School 1964-66, and has been a 
tutor in the Special Education Department of 
the St. Cloud School District since. 
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The teacher-coordinator program here 
is funded by School District 742, which is also 
responsible for record-keeping and accounting 
procedures through the system's Special 
Education department. Other schooldistricts 
are charged $5 per day for the service. 
"We would like to thank the administration 
of the St. Cloud SchoolDistrict for helping us 
arrange our teacher-coordinator program, " 
paid Becker. "It's a program our young 
patients need and the cooperation with it has 
been great, from the physicians, patient's 
parents, and the nursing service people. " 
He added that the Teacher-Coordinator will 
participate in patient conferences, discharge 
planning and post-hospital educational f ollow - 
up. Written progress and activity reports 
will become part of the patient's medical 
record. 
1 , 000 RECORDS- MINNESOTA STATE REFORMATORY 
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPERVISOR, PHIL JORGENSON , LEFT, 
DELIVERED 1 , 000 PHONOGRAPH RECORDS FOR USE IN 
THE MENTAL HEALTH UNIT AND EXTENDED CARE FLOOR 
OF ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL. ACCEPTING THE GIFT WAS 
EARL PEDERSON , REHABILITATION COORDINATOR. THE 
RECORDS WERE DUPLICATES GIVEN TO S-T-I -R , THE 
REFORMATORY RADIO STATION. 
School Begins Vacation Dec. 18 
The St. Cl oud School of Nursing will close 
for Christmas vacation following classes on 
Friday, December 18. 
Students will be back on Monday, 
January 4. 
St. Cloud Hospital 
THE SUBJECT OF THERAPEUTIC ABORTION PRE-
SENTLY IS ONE OF THE MOST WIDELY DEBATED ISSUES 
OF OUR TIME. THIS HAS DEVELOPED PRIMARILY AS A 
RESULT OF THE DESIRE OF SOME TO ALLOW ABORTION 
FOR BROADER INDICATIONS, SUCH AS MENTAL ILLNESS 
OF THE MOTHER AND SOC I 0 -ECONOMIC REASONS . 
SINCE INDICATIONS  FOR THERAPEUTIC ABORTION ARE 
SPECIFIED BY STATE LAW, THE SUBJECT HAS BECOME 
A LEGISLATIVE, POLITICAL ISSUE. 
LIKE THE LAWS OF MOST STATES , THAT OF MINNE-
SOTA WAS ENACTED APPROXIMATELY 9 0 YEARS AGO AND 
IS IN THE CRIMINAL CODE OF THE LAW. BEING IN THE 
CRIMINAL CODE AND PROVIDING FOR AN ABORTION ONLY 
IN CASES WHERE THE LIFE OF THE MOTHER IS GRAVELY 
ENDANGERED REFLECTS THE VALUE PLACED ON THE LIFE 
OF THE UNBORN HUMAN BEING IN THAT ERA. 
MORE PERMISSIVE ABORTION LAWS ARE RELA-
TIVELY LATE IN COMING INTO THE UNITED STATES WITH 
RELAXED LAWS BEING ENACTED IN SWEDEN IN 19 39 AND 
HUNGARY IN 1956 WHERE THERE ARE CURRENTLY 1400 
ABORTIONS FOR EVERY 1000 LIVE BIRTHS. THE ABOR-
TION LAW OF JAPAN , FIRST ENACTED IN 1948 , IS 
GENERALLY CONSIDERED THE MOST PER MISSIVE IN THE 
WORLD. IT IS ESTIMATED THAT MORE THAN FIFTY 
MILLION LEGAL ABORTIONS HAVE BEEN PERFORMED 
SINCE THE LAW WAS ENACTED WITHOUT EVIDENCE THAT 
ILLEGAL ABORTIONS HAVE DECLINED. MANY OTHER 
COUNTRIES HAVE VA R Y1 NG DEGREES OF RELAXED 
ABORTION LAWS . SINCE THERE I S INCREASING  
SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE SUPPORT THE CONCEPT THAT 
HUMAN LIFE IS A CONTINUUM BEGINNING AT CONCEP-
TION, THROUGH FETAL DEVELOPMENT, BIRTH AND LIFE 
AS WE DAILY EXPERIENCE IT AROUND US, EACH OF THE 
ABOVE STATISTICS IS MORE SPECIFICALLY THE DE-
LIBERATE TERMINATION OF A HUMAN LIFE , ABORTION . 
THE RECOMMENDED CHANGES BY THE AMERICAN 
LAW INSTITUTE IN 1959 ADDED STATUS TO THE MOVE TO 
CHANGE THE LAWS IN THE UNITED STATES. SPECIFIC, 
BROADER INDICATIONS  WERE RECOMMENDED--MENTAL 
AND PHYSICAL ILLNESS OF THE MOTHER, CASES OF 
RAPE AND INCEST AND CASES WHERE REASONABLE 
CERTAINTY EXISTS THAT THE BABY WILL BE BORN 
MENTALLY OR PHYSICALLY DEFORMED. THESE ARE 
RELATIVELY SPECIFIC, RELATIVE TO THE BROAD 
SPECTRUM OF INDIVIDUAL INTERPRETATION. THESE 
RECOMMENDATIONS IRONICALLY  COME AT A T1 ME WHEN 
MEDICAL ADVANCES ARE BEING MADE AT A RATE 
UNEQUALLED IN HISTORY AND MANY OF THE ADVANCES 
ARE DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE PREGNANT WOMAN AND .  
THE DEVELOPING FETUS. VIRTUALLY EVERY PHYSICAL 
ILLNESS CAN BE MANAGED THROUGH PREGNANCY, AS 
EVIDENCED BY THE PERFORMANCE OF ONLY ONE THERA-
PEUTIC ABORTION AT THE MI NNEAPOL I S GENERAL HOSP I - 
TAL DURING A RECENT TWELVE YEAR PERIOD. DURING 
THIS SAME PERIOD OF TIME, NO MOTHER'S LIFE WAS 
LOST FOR FAILURE TO PERFORM AN ABORTION. 
PSYCHIATRIC  CARE HAS LIKEWISE ADVANCED • THE 
SERIOUS MENTAL ILLNESS OR THREAT OR SUICIDE IN A 
PREGNANT WOMAN, LIKE THAT OF A NON-PREGNANT 
WOMAN, IS A CALL FOR MORE INTENSIVE PSYCHIATRIC 
CARE, NOT ABORTION. THE MINNESOTA MORTALITY 
STUDY INDICATES THAT SERIOUS MENTAL ILLNESS 
ENDING IN SUICIDE IS ACTUALLY FOUR TIMES LESS 
The Beacon Light 
FREQUENT IN THE PREGNANT WOMEN THAN IN THE NON-
PREGNANT WOMAN OF CHILD BEARING AGE IN THE GEN-
ERAL POPULATION. YET, MENTAL ILLNESS IS BY FAR 
THE MOST FREQUENT INDICATION FOR ABORTION IN THE 
THE STATES THAT HAVE ENACTED PER MISSIVE LAWS. 
PREGNANCIES RESULTING FROM RAPE AND INCEST 
ARE EXTREMELY RARE. AGAIN FROM THE STATISTICS 
OF THE MINNEAPOLIS GENERAL HOSPITAL, THERE WAS 
NOT A SINGLE DOCUMENTED PREGNANCY THAT RESULTED 
FROM RAPE OVER A RECENT SEVEN YEAR PERIOD . THIS 
WAS THE SITUATION DESPITE THE FACT THAT 2-3 
WOMEN PRESENTED WEEKLY WITH THE CLAIM THAT THEY 
HAD BEEN RAPED . ABORTING A DEVELOPING HUMAN FOR 
CASES OF SUSPECTED DEFORMITIES COMES AT A TIME 
WHEN MEANS ARE AVAILABLE FOR VIRTUALLY ELI M I-
ATI NG THE MAJOR CAUSES, GERMAN MEASELS AND RH 
INCOMPATIBILITIES . 
THE MOST RECENT PROPOSED CHANGE IN THE LAW 
IS THE TOTAL REPEAL OF LAWS REGARDING ABORTION . 
THIS WOULD LEAVE THE DECISION UP TO THE PREGNANT 
WOMAN AND THE PHYSICIAN , SO CALLED "ABORTION ON 
DEMAND" . IN THE UNITED STATES, THE NEW YORK LAW 
ENACTED THIS YEAR COMES CLOSEST TO THIS SITUATION . 
IT IS CURRENTLY ESTIMATED THAT 50,000 RESIDENTS 
OF NEW YORK CITY WILL HAVE AN ABORTION PERFORMED 
DURING THE FIRST YEAR UNDER THE NEW LAW. THE 
RIGHTS OF A WOMAN TO DETERMINE WHETHER SHE 
DESIRES TO CONTINUE A PREGNANCY IS SAID TO BE THE 
BASIS OF THIS PROPOSAL. THE BASIC FALLACY OF THIS 
IS THAT THE RIGHT OF LIFE OF THE UNBORN HUMAN IS 
DENIED . I FEAR THAT MANY PEOPLE HAVE ACCEPTED THIS 
PROPOSAL BECAUSE OF THE ONE-SIDED MANNER IN 
WHICH IT IS PRESENTED. THE RIGHTS OF THE MOTHER 
ARE STRONGLY EMPHASIZED WHEREAS THE DEVELOPING 
HUMAN WITH RIGHTS UNDER THE LAWS OF INNER I TENCE 
AND PERSONAL INJURY IS RARELY MENTIONED EXCEPT 
IN INHUMAN TERMS SUCH AS, MASS OF PROTOPLASM 
OR CLUMPS OF CELLS. THROUGH THIS PROCESS OF 
MISREPRESENTATION IT APPEARS TO ME THAT THE 
HUMAN UNBORN LOOSES IDENTITY AND RECOGNITION AS 
A HUMAN BEING. HAVING LOST THIS RECOGNITION OF 
BEING A HUMAN BEING AS AN EQUAL MEMBER OF OUR 
SOCIETY , SOCIETY I S THEN ABLE TO TAKE THE LIFE OF 
THE UNBORN WITHOUT GRANTING THE USUAL PROTECTION 
OF THE LAW AND WITHOUT THE USUAL HUMAN RESPONSE 
OF REMORSE AND GRIEF. SIMPLY STATED, WHEN THE 
HUMAN UNBORN IS THOUGHT TO BE SOMETHING OTHER 
THAN A HUMAN BEING, INHUMAN TREATMENT IS AC-
CEPTABLE. IT APPEARS TO ME THAT THIS IS SIMILAR 
TO WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO OTHER MINORITY GROUPS 
IN OUR HUMAN COMMUNITY WHO LOST HUMAN IDENTITY 
AND THUSLY WERE TREATED IN INHUMAN WAYS - 
BOUGHT , SOLD, TRADED AND DISPOSED OF WITHOUT 
SOCIAL GRIEF. 
THE TERM " LIBERAL" HAS PURPOSELY BEEN 
AVOIDED IN DESCRIBING THE PERMISSIVE LAWS AS 1 
DO NOT FEEL THAT THESE CHANGES SHOULD BE LINKED 
WITH OR CONFUSED WITH THE LIBERAL POLITICAL 
THOUGHT. FROM THE MEDICAL STANDPOINT, IT SEEMS 
THAT ENDORSEMENT OF PERMISSIVE LAWS IS A DRASTIC 
CHANGE - FROM THE TRADITIONAL COMMITMENT OF PRO-
TECTING HUMAN LIFE AT ALL STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT. 
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said the day had been a "thrilling experience. " 
He said: "I was almost  shocked, because I 
did not realize the expansive kind of care, the 
broadening of the health care, so detailed and 
comprehensive and well thought out, that is 
being provided the people of this area. I 
would lik e to say  in behalf of the people of 
Minnesota, a most hearty congratulations on 
this facility. There is no finer in our state, 
and I am sure it will become a model for many 
others. I think this structure indicates a 
perceptiveness and a willingness to step out 
and innovate that we ought to underscore. 
And, I think it indicates that  you don't sit 
down and wait, and feel that people will have 
to go to other medical centers to get the 
finest that there is. You will now offer in 
St. Cloud the finest kind of medical care that 
you can get anywhere in Minnesota. " 
Also speaking were Acting Mayor Robert 
Freson, Dr. Henry Broker representing the 
MedicalStaff, St. Cloud Diocese Bishop George 
Speltz, and Mother Henrita Osendorf, 
president of the Board of Trustees. 
DR. BROKER said: "It's a privilege for, 
me to be able to thank the hospital, and the 
citizens of the community, for the wonderful 
s ta ff and facilities. This is a tool that is 
badly needed. 
"Another thing the medical staff is 
thankful for," Broker continued, "is the 
hospital's efforts and final acc omplishment 
of coordinating the medical facilities ,working 
with city government, county government, and 
state and federal agencies in a one-facility 
plan of this type. You are well aware that 
this facility is costly, and we of the medical 
staff can only thank the nurses, the people in 
rehabilitation, the Hospital Board and anyone 
who in anyway was instrumental in providing 
this facility. " 
BISHOP GEORGE SPELTZ recalled the 
construction of the Southwest Wing, and the 
groundbreaking for the Northwest Wing two 
years ago. He said: "Our congratulations 
to the Sisters of the Order of St. Benedict, 
the Hospital Board, Mr. Bakke and staff and 
the entire St. Cloud community, and all who 
St. Cloud Hospital 
have had a part in it. It is a find addition to 
a fine hos pitaland animportant medical center 
in St. Cloud. 
"You have heard others speak about the 
significance medically, and the civic values 
of this hospital, and of course it does have 
Christian significance. 
"When Christ took on our human nature 
he bound to Himself in a substantial way the 
whole hum an family and made it His own. 
And, He identified with it so that He could 
say, "What you have done to the least of my 
brethren, you have done to Me. 
"And, because of this single important 
fact of Sacred History the works of charity 
have been the distinguishing mark of a 
Chris tian. 
"When Christwas on this earth, He healed 
many. We do not have this power today, 
but we do have Christ's blessing of advanced 
medical knowledge and new facilities like this 
wing, dedicated physicians, nurses, staff. 
"And so Christ chooses to heal in this 
way today, and we would hope, having given 
us these gifts, that He might crown all these 
with a properly Christian spirit of dedication, 
compassion  for suffering and generous 
service. If He will do that, then Christ will 
again be present among us, " BishopSpeltz 
concluded. 
MOTHER HENRITA called the dedication 
of the wing "an occasion of special gratifi-
cation of all of those connectedwith the Hospi-
tal. This new wing is proof of the fact that 
the Board of Trustees is aware of its responsi-
bility to the community  to provide for the 
health care needs of the people of this area. 
"Realizing the importance of providing 
facilities for those patients who have passed 
beyond the need for acute care, but are still 
in need of further, though less intensive care, 
the Board authorized the erection of this 
wing. " 
She said the addition is tangible evidence 
that the Trustees want to carry out the 
responsibility to provide total, comprehensive 
care in the best possible way, both from a 
human and Christian standpoint. "Speaking 
The Beacon Light 
The new Northwest Wing, with its Reha-
bilitation Center and Extended Care facility, 
was dedicatedSunday, October 25, with Minne-
s ota Governor Harold LeVander as guest 
speaker. 
About 1,000 persons toured the facility, 
constructed at a cost of $2 1/2-million. 
Speaking in the new 186-seat auditorium 
following a t our of the building, LeVander 
trIntoel 
THE NEW AUDITORIUM, ON THE WING' S LOWER LEVEL, 
WAS PACKED TO CAPACITY AS GOVERNOR LE VANDER 
SPOKE . ACTING MAYOR ROBERT FRESON , BISHOP GEORGE 
SPELTZ , MOTHER HENRITA AND DR . HENRY BROKER SPOKE 
DURING THE PROGRAM , WHICH WAS BROADCAST BY KFAM 
AND WJON 
BISHOP GEORGE SPELTZ BLESSED THE NEW STRUCTURE, 
FOLLOWING THE LAYING OF THE DATESTONE, ACCOM-
PANIED BY FR . SEVER IN SCHWEITERS . THEY ARE SHOWN 
IN THE HYDRO—THERAPY AREA OF THE REHABILITATION 
CENTER . 
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Northwest Wing Dedication 
FOLLOWING A LUNCHEON, DIGNITARIES TOURED THE 
FACILITY. ABOVE , MRS FRED HUGHES AND GOVERNOR 
LE VANDER LISTEN AS MOTHER HENRITA OSENDORF 
BOARD PRESIDENT, TALKS ABOUT A WALKING TANK IN 
PHYSICAL THERAPY. 
GOVERNOR LE VANDER TOOK UP THE CEMENT TROWEL AT 
THE LAYING OF THE DATESTONE, AS EXECUTIVE VICE 
PRESIDENT GENE BAKKE , BOARD PRESIDENT MOTHER 
HENRITA, AND RETIRED BISHOP PETER W .BARTHOLOME 
WATCHED. A LARGE CROWD VIEWED THAT CEREMONY, 
AND LATER TOURED THE NEW WING. THE GOVERNOR, 
OBVIOUSLY ENJOYING THE DEDICATION, CALLED THE DAY 
A " THRILLING EXPERIENCE , " AND PRAISED THE NEW 
MEDICAL FACILITIES. 
for the Sisters of the Order of St. Benedict, " 
she added, "I would say thatwe look upon this 
day as a step forward to achieve the goal that 
we set some 80-85 years ago, whenwe entered 
upon this ap os Cola t e of health care in this 
area. " 
Public tours were conductedfrom 3-8 p.m. 
with refreshments served in the lower level 
Recreation Room. 
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the care and welfare of the aging Sister. 
"The program is being designed to help 
the S is ter retire from an active life into a 
life of using leisure well, of doing the things 
she has always wanted to do, of having suf-
ficient time for prayer, reading, getting to 
know one another, and yet being concerned 
with the world outside the convent, " she con-
cluded. All costs of the retirement program 
are borne by the Order. 
The retired Sisters are involved in the 
Sister-Visitor program in the Hospital, give 
piano lessons , tutor, sew clothes for the 
poor, babysit, make stationery, stuffed 
animals, quilts and rosaries, and do office 
work. 
Sister Mary Gertrude Maus is the reli-
gious Superior for the retired Sisters. She 
has a Masters Degree in Englis h and Theology, 
and has taught school in Japan and at Cathedral 
High School, St. Cloud. 
Sister Miriam has a Bachelor's Degree in 
Business, and a Master's in Counseling. She 
has taught at Cathedral and in Ogden, Utah. 
Other groups of active S is t e r s live in 
small groups in the community. Seven reside. 
at 1540 6th Avenue North, the former Robert 
Mahowald residence, whichwas purchased by 
the Hospital earlier this year. Living there 
are: Sisters Colleen Haggerty, Mary Zenzen, 
Paul Revier, Monica Roy, JoAnn Bavier, 
Boniface Salm and Rita Budig. 
"The Benedictine Order rents this home 
from the Hospital on a monthly basis, just as 
the Hospital Convent is rented, " said Sister 
Paul. "We feel that the Christian growth of 
persons in the Community can be implemented 
in a variety of life styles. Our primary group 
setting has its roots and continuity with the 
larger secondary group of the total community 
of Sisters. We have chosen to live in a small 
group, and share responsibility of food pur-
chasing and preparation, housekeeping, and 
other economic realities." 
Whether the changes made by the local 
Sisters will establish a trend has yet to be 
determined, but as of now those who live and 
work at St. Cloud Hospital are convinced it's 
best for them. 
tr. 
Sisters Change Ways of Living • 	• 
The life style of the Sisters of the Order 
of St. Benedictwhoworkat St. Cloud Hospital 
has undergone significant change in the past 
three months, moving from the traditional, 
highly-organized group living in one building, 
to smaller, independent groups residing in 
parts of the Hospital convent, and homes and 
apartments in the city. 
The Hospital convent, which is leasedby 
the Order, houses a group of 25 Sisters who 
call themselves the "Hospital Staff Group, " 
and 39 retired nuns who have renamed their 
area St. Gertrude's Convent. 
To acc omodate these two groups, no 
actual renovation of the building was neces-
sary, but some rooms are being used dif-
ferently than before. 
The Hospital Staff Group, making another 
change from the traditional, has elected a 
coordinator in place of the stereotyped re-
ligious superior. She is Sister Madonna 
Kuebelbeck, who serves as a resource person, 
and as a liaison for the Hospital Administra-
tion, Motherhouse, and other outside groups. 
She also coordinates  the activities of the 
group. 
"The Sisters who are active and working 
in the Hospital require different schedules and 
activities, and their interests differ from 
those of the retired Sisters, " Sister Madonna 
said, "Also, the smaller group provides a 
situation where we can be involved with one 
another on an individual basis, make decisions 
as a group, and most important, enjoy indi-
vidual and group communication. It is diffi-
cult to relate to a group of 70, with such a 
wide age and interest range. " 
In St. Gertrude's Convent, the activities 
of the retired nuns are directed by Sister 
Miriam Ardolf, the Pr o g r am Director of 
Retirement. "Most of the retired Sisters at 
St. Gertrude's have served the public, and 
specifically the Diocese, most of their lives, 
several for more than 50 years, " commented 
Sister Miriam. "The pressures of teaching, 
heavy housework, and deadlines are no longer 
for them. This is the first time in the history 
of the local Benedictine Community that some 
organized program has been established for 
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NEWS  
Staff Promotions Congratulations 
Eighteen staff promotions have been 
recorded by St. Cloud Hospital personnel 
during the past month, including three 
graduates of the Licensed Practical Nur s e 
program. Ruth Pierskalla, Donna Bzdok and 
Kathy Murphy, recent LPN grads, have been 
promoted from Nurse Aides to LPN. 
Catherine Muntifering, Staff Nurse on 
6-South for the past six years, has been pro-
moted to Supervisor. in Nursing Service. 
Donna Thompson, Staff Nurse on 2-South 
for three months, has assumed new duties as 
Inservice Instructor in Nursing Service. 
Edward Luethmers, Porter in House-
keeping for two years, has taken on new duties 
as Supervisor in Housekeeping. 
James Malcolm , Orderly in Nursing 
Service (ER) has transferred to the Labora-
tory and has been promoted to Medical 
Technologist. 
Patricia Venteicher, Transcriber 
Trainee  on 5 South for three months has 
assumed the duties of Transcriber. 
Sandra Svigel, Transcriber Trainee on 
4 South for three months has been promoted 
to Transcriber. 
Marie Tronnes, Transcriber Trainee on 
2 West for three months has also been pro-
moted to Transcriber. 
Annette Stowe, Staff Nurse on 6 North for 
approximately one year and nine months has 
transferred to 2 Northwest and been pro-
moted to an ADL Nurse. (Activities of Daily 
Living). 
Jeffrey Young, Junior Orderly on6 South 
for two years was promoted to Senior Orderly. 
Prior to working as an Orderly, Jeffrey was 
employed two years as a Port e'r in House-
keeping. 
Rev. John McManus, Chaplain in 
spiritual Care for one year has as s um e d 
additional responsibility upon being pro-
moted to Director of Spiritual Care. 
Marcellus Pierskalla, Maintenance 
Man II in Engineering and Maintenance f o r 
one year and eight months has nowbeen 
promoted to Maintenance Man I. 
The Beacon Light 
FRUIT CAKE SAMPLES - MRS . HARRIET BELANGER 
LEFT , AND MRS . HERBERT HALL RIGHT , ARE CO-
CHAIRMEN FOR THE 197 0 FRUIT CAKE SALE CAMPAIGN 
FOR THE SCH WOMEN'S AUXILIARY . MRS . MARIE 
HOPPERT , DIRECTOR OF VOLUNTEERS, IS CENTER. THE 
DELICI OU S CAKES SELL FOR $1.25 AND MAY BE 
PURCHASED THROUGH THE CHRISTMAS SEASON AT THE 
GI FT SHOP, OR FROM ANY AUX I L. IAN PROCEEDS GO TO 
THE HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM . 
 
N.W. Wing Room Rates Set 
Rates for room and care in the new 
Northwest Wing were set by the Board of 
Trustees in October. 
On the third floor Extended Care Unit, 
daily cost for private rooms will be $38. 
Semi-private rooms will be $34. 
In the Rehabilitation Unit on the second 
floor, rates will be $39 for semi-private 
rooms, and $43 for private accomodations. 
The first patients were moved into the 
new units November 16. 
 
Paul Holthaus, Maintenance Man II in 
Engineering and Maintenance for six months 
was also promoted to Maintenance Man I. 
Theresa Moore, Nurse Aide on 4 West 
for one year has now become a Transcriber 
Trainee. 
Johanna Zwilling, Nurse Aide in 
Nursing Service for one year has been pro-
moted to LPN and also transferred to 2 South. 
And, Nancy Slatten, a Non Team Leader 
on-6 North for one month and Karen Greeley, 
a Non Team Leader on 6South for one month 
have both been promoted to Team Leaders. 
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ALICE BORCK 
NEWS  
Seven Get Suggestion Awards 
Cash awards totaling $141 were distribut-
ed to seven employees in October, as the first 
winners in the new Employee Suggestion Pro-
gram were announced by Executive Vice-
President Gene S. Bakke. 
During the first month of the program , 
being directed by Arvind Salvekar of the Sys-
tems Design Department, a total of 44 sugges-
tions were submitted, with 19 of them coming 
from Nursing Service. Cash awards will be 
presented each month, and a traveling trophy 
will be displayed in departments where the 
winners work. 
The first winner announced was Sister 
Boniface Salm, Dietary, who suggested the 
Administrative Pool deliver payroll time 
cards along with other mail to department 
heads, instead of requiring department heads 
to pick them up in Accounting. Her award 
was $25. 
Franklin Pallansch, Housekeeping, was 
awarded $25 for his suggestion that signs be 
provided at night directing traffic from the 
main lobby into the patient lobby when main 
lobby doors are locked. 
A savings of $160 per year can be re-
alized by St. Cloud Hospital , thanks to an 
idea by Mrs. Francis Landwehr in Surgery, 
who suggested using the plastic disposable 
containers on the surgery trays for lubri-
cating tubes and catheters, thereby elimina-
ting the need for An e s the s ia to purchase 
special cups. Her award was $16, one-tenth 
of the annual savings. 
Mrs. Dorothy Clitty and Mrs. Millie 
Varner submitted the same suggestion on the 
same day, and they split a $25 award. Both 
asked to have a microphone placed near the 
cafeteria telephone so those in the area could 
be paged. 
Andrea Wocken, 5-South, won a check for 
$25 for suggesting the input-output sheets for 
patients to be placed in a more convenient 
location, easier to reach and less disturbing to 
patients. 
Mrs. Evelyn Schepers, 3-South, asked 
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that a box be placed in the patient lobby so 
NurSing Service personnel can deposit dis-
charge slips there, instead of having to walk 
to the Information De s k. She was awarded 
$25. 
Employee suggestion forms are available 
from Department Supervisors, or from the 
dispenser near the Cafeteria. 
FIRST AWARD WINNERS - GENE BAKKE , LEFT, 
PRESENTED THE FIRST EMPLOYEE SUGGESTION SYSTEM 
AWARDS, INCLUDING THE TRAVELING TROPHY, IN 
OCTOBER . WINNING CASH AWARDS FOR THEIR IDEAS 
WERE SISTER BONI FACE , MRS . EVELYN SCHEPERS , 
MRS. FRANCIS LAND WE H R , MRS. DOROTHY GUTTY, 
MRS. MILLIE VARNER AND FRANKLIN PALLANSCH. NOT 
PRESENT FOR THE PICTURE WAS ANDREA WOCKEN . A 
TOTAL OF 44 SUGGESTIONS WERE SUBMITTED DURING 
THE FIRST MONTH OF THE PROGRAM . 
Gifts To SCH Remembrance Fund 
Three area families have made contri-
butions to the St. Cloud Hospital Auxiliary 
Remembrance Fund recently. 
Cash gifts came from Mr. and Mrs. Rudy 
Pelzer, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Habstritt, and 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Strack, 
Contributions are used by the Auxiliary 
to purchase new equipment for patient care 
at SCH. 
The remembrance fund materials are 
available in the main lobby. 
St. Cloud Hospital 
Two Reach 15-Year Marks 
Staff Nurse Alice Borck, 3-South, and 
Supervisor Mrs. 
Bernice Schoenborn, 
Nursing Service, 
passed the 15-year 
employment milestone 
in October. At the 
same time, three 
reached the decade 
mark and s ix others 
their five year anniversary. 
Eileen Linn, Central Service; Annette 
Hartig, Laundry, and 
'Margaret Golden, 
Nursing Service, 
observed 10-year 
anniversaries. 
Employed five 
years are Fran 
Ederhoff, Food 
BERNICE SCHOENBORN 	Service;Bibiana Gazett, 
5-North; Alvin Ha r land e r, Engineering; 
Beatrice Huser,  , Surgery;Diane Dunn , 4-South; 
and LaVerne Justin, 5-North. 
MRS. JAYCEES SERVICE PROJECT-THE MRS. 
JAYCEES OF ST. CLOUD HAVE PURCHASED AND GIVEN TO 
THE ST . CLOUD HOSPITAL AUXILIARY A SUPPLY OF 
CRAFT MATERIALS, GAMES AND MODEL BUILDING SETS 
FOR USE BY PATIENTS ON 6-SOUTH (ORTHOPEDICS) AND 
4-SOUTH (PEDIATRICS) . PICTURED ARE , SEATED LEFT 
TO RIGHT , MRS . BEN PIASECKI , MRS . SHIRLEY CARLSON 
OF THE AUXILIARY WHO HAS HANDLED THE CRAFT PRO-
JECTS FOR THE VOLUNTEERS , AND MRS . VERN 
SCHREINER . STANDING ARE MRS . DON SCHWICHTENBERG 
MRS. MARIE HOPPERT , DIRECTOR OF VOLUNTEERS, AND 
MRS. JIM KRETSCH . THANK YOU. 
The Beacon Light 
GIRL SCOUTS OF TROOP 107 MADE HALLOWEEN 
MASKS FOR CHILDREN ON THE PEDIATRICS UNIT, AND 
PRESENTED THEM TO MRS . MARY LOU AMUNDSON , RN , 
FOR DISTRIBUTION TO PATIENTS. LEFT TO RIGHT ARE 
MRS. JAMES KLINE , TROOP LEADER ; MARY HELD , 
MICHELLE RUBEL , MARY MARTINKA , LIZ MURPHY 
AND MRS . AMUNDSON . 
Did You Know This? 
Did you know that SCH allocates 2% less 
for administration costs than the national 
average, according to Hospital Administration 
Service statistics. 
Our supportive services costs are also 
well below state and national averages. These 
services, which inc lude Dietary, Plant, 
Engineering, Maintenance, Housekeeping and 
Laundry cost 21.6% he r e , while the state 
average is 28. 9% and the national average is 
27. 1% of total cost. 
Gift Shop Hours Announced 
The St, Cloud Ho s p ita 1 Auxiliary Gift 
Shop in the North Lobby is now open during 
regular hours, seven days a week. 
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, the 
shop is open 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Thursday and F r ida y, hours are from 
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Weekends, Volunteers open the shop 
between 1:00 and 5:00 p.m. 
The shop feature s gifts for men and 
women, games and stuffed animals for child-
ren, and will soon have its Christmas stock 
available. Visitors, patients and employees 
are welcome to browse•and buy. 
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MRS. TIMMERS 
NEWS NEWS 
Just Ask... 
"Are You In Favor of the New Pant-Suit? 
JOAN LI NTGEN 
STAFF NURSE, 5-NORTH 
0 
I PREFER TO SEE A NURSE IN A DRESS 
UNIFORM, UNLESS SHE WOULD BE IN A 
POSITION REQUIRING STRENUOUS EXER-
CISE. DRESSES ARE MORE PROFES-
SIONAL AND FEMININE FOR WOMEN. 
I HAVE NO OBJECTIONS. IN FACT, THEY 
MIGHT BE MORE PRACTICAL THAN SOME 
OF THE SHORT ATTIRE WORN AT THE 
BEDSIDE AT THE PRESENT TIME. 
PAC Announces New Members 
A number of changes in representatives 
and alternates in the Personnel Advisory 
Committee have taken place since the elec-
tions in January, with promotions and re-
signations r e s p on s i b l e for the vacancies. 
John Janson, Jr. , Housekeeping repre-
sentative, left to attend St. Thomas College. 
Jack Euteneuer, Laundry representative, was 
promoted to Storeroom Manager. Mary Klein, 
X-Ray representative, left employment, and 
Mike Niere nh au s en, Central Service and 
Pharmacy representative, was promoted to 
Assistant Supervisor. 
Elected as replacements were Linda 
Ederhoff, Housekeeping; Sarah Marek, 
Laundry; Tom Nahan, X-Ray; and Wayne 
Hoffman, Central Service and Pharmacy. 
Alternates are Delroy Stang, Laura 
Streik, Mark Pikus, Ken Gerads, Elaine 
Lange, Fran Ederhoff, and Annette Stowe. 
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MAYNARD LOM MEL 
CENTRAL SERVICE SUPERVISOR 
4V. 
I THINK THEY ARE GREAT . THEY CAN' T 
BE ANY WORSE THAN SHORT SKIRTS. 
THEY CAN BE JUST AS FEMININE AS THE 
UNIFORMS ARE . AND , I'M NOT AFRAID 
OF LOSING THE PANTS IN MY DEPART-
MENT. 
MISS MARY SPANIER 
LPN, 6-SOUTH 
I ' D LOVE IT. EVEN THOUGH IT WOULD-
N' T BE AS PROFESSIONAL , I'D LIKE IT 
FOR THE WARMTH , AND THEY WOULD BE 
MORE CONCEALING. 
Recent Staff Marriages... 
Janet Jaeger, LPN - 5 South to Hilary 
Stellmach former Orderly at SCH 
Betty Gresser, RN - 4 West to Loren Linn 
Darlene Greener, Transcriber - Intensive 
Care Unit to Bernie Nieters 
Virginia Lindberg, RN - 3 South to Theodore 
Lys dal 
Bernadette Fernholz, Business Office Cashier 
in Business Office to Jerome Kroska 
Elaine Pierskalla, Ward Clerk - 6 North to 
Jerome Barrett 
Betty Patterson - EKG Technician to Fred 
Strom 
Celina Schneider - Housekeeping Aide to 
James Gill 
Laura Fleischhacker Housekeeping Aide to 
Gerald Reiter 
Patricia Scegura, LPN - 4 West to Linus 
Luethmer s 
Diane Warzecha, Secretary - Administration 
to Jack Psyck 
St. Cloud Hospital 
Candy Striper Director Resigns 
Mrs. Rosalie Timmers, who has been the 
Volunteer Director of 
the CandyStriper pro-
gram at SCH since its 
inception in 1961, re-
signed at the October 
meeting of the organi-
zation. 
In a letter to the 
members and Mrs. 
Marie Hoppert, 
Mrs. Timmers said: 
"Since I started the first group under 
Sister Jame en's jurisdiction and with the help 
of Mrs . Ruth Kn eve I, I have thoroughly enjoyed 
this worthwhile volunteer work. 
"Hundreds of very fine , courteous, 
pleasant and dependable young ladies have 
been trained for hospital volunteer work, and 
the majority have gone into hospital careers. " 
SCH Employee Attitudes Surveyed 
The Personnel Services  Division this 
month sponsored an Employee Attitude Sur-
vey, distributing a 44-question form with 41 
objective questions, and three others which 
asked for a written response. 
In the first part, employees were asked 
to read the statement, then circle the appro-
priate answer in the "Yes, " the "Undecided" 
or the "No" column. 
"Positive attitudes toward work, fellow 
workers, supervisors and the hospital itself 
have a di r e c t effect on the performance of 
employees, " said Tom McLaughlin, Division 
Director. "The only thing a hospital has to 
offer is employee performance. The pur-
pose of an attitude survey is to obtain a pro-
file of the feelings of employees. Just as 
financial audits reflect the economic health 
of the hospital, the attitude survey is a baro-
meter of organizational morale. " 
Answers to the questions will be key-
punched and fed into the computer for tabu-
ation. The results  of the survey  will be 
presented to Administration by the end of 
November. 
The Beacon Light 
She explained that involvement in a 
variety of other community health andwelfare 
projects forced the resignation. She will 
however, continue as an active Auxiliary 
member. 
"After all of the devotion and many, many 
hours donated to the CandyStriper organiza-
tion, it is with regret that we accept this 
resignation, " Mrs. Hoppert said. "All of us 
who have had contact with Rosalie will miss 
her. " 
Mrs. Timmers is a City Nurse, member 
of the St. Cloud School of Nursing Alumnae, 
American Nurses As so ciation, Red Cross 
Home Nursing Instructor, and is serving on 
the Boards of Directors of the Minnesota 
Easter Seal Society and the Opportunity 
Training Center in St. Cloud. 
Bloodmobile Here Dec. 21 
In the truest spirit of Christmas -- the 
joy of giving -- in thanks to God for our own 
gift of health -- residents of St. Cloud will 
again be approached with anappealfor blood. 
The Red Cross Bloodmobile will be at the 
Nurses' Home on December 21, from 1:00 
to 7:00 P.M., 
This "Chr is tma s Week Bloodmobile 
Visit" was started last year because of the 
usual shor ta g e of blood at that time of the 
year. It met with huge s ucc e s s. Special 
emphasis was placed on the "gallon donors" 
-- persons who have donated eight or more 
units of blo od -- because they are, tradi-
tionally, the most willing to donate again. 
Campfire Girls and Red Cross Youths --
all too young, of course, to donate -- are 
doing their share in this campaign by making 
Christmas decorations as gifts for all donors. 
Hospital personnel have always been par-
ticularly noted for their generosity in donating 
blood -- perhaps because theyare so often in 
contact with patients whose lives have been 
directly saved by donation. And of course , 
they know the answer to "No donors? " is 
"No blood!" So red Cross will be counting 
heavily on hospital employees again this 
Christmas season for these life - sustaining 
donations. 
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